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Preface

Interest in water resourcessystemshas been
a critical part of resourcesand environment related
researchat IIASA since its inception. As demands
for water increaserelative to supply, the intensity
and efficiency of water resourcesmanagementmust be
developedfurther. This in turn requires an increase
in the degreeof detail and sophisticationof the
analysis, including economic, social and environmental
evaluationof water resourcesdevelopmentalternatives
aided by application of mathematicalmodelling tech-
niques, to generateinputs for planning, design and
operationaldecisions.

In the years of 1976 and 1977 IIASA has initiated
a concentratedresearcheffort focusing on modelling
and forecasting of water demands. Our interest in water
demandsderived itself from the generally accepted
realization that these fundamentalaspectsof water
resourcesmanagementhave not been given due consider-
ation in the past. However, integrationof demand
and supply considerationswill always be the ultimate
step towards efficient solutions in regional develop-
ment of water resources.

This paper, the first in the IIASA water demand
series, focuseson some aspectsof demand-supplyin-
tegrationof water resourcesmanagement. It presents
a certain method for evaluationof water supply al-
ternativesin a region, and for combining them in
such a fashion as to meet projectedwater demands.

JanuszKindler
Task Leader
Regional Water Demand

and Management
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Abstract

The main task of this paper is to proposea
method for deriving regional water supply functions,
taking into account a variety of supply alternatives
and some engineeringand environmentalaspectsof
each. The purpose is to provide a framework for
decisionsabout the efficient use of a region's
water resources. The first section deals with dis-
tinctions betweenengineeringand economics. The
notion of supply-demandequilibrium and the economic
efficiency propertiesof this equilibrium are re-
viewed. The secondsection surveys the "State-of-
the-Art" in regional water supply, describinga
number of alternativesourcesof supply. The third
section considershow, for a region having just two
inputs, each point on a supply curve can be derived
as the solution to a nonlinear program to minimize
the cost of obtaining a given quantity of water.
The procedureis however perfectly general, and in
the fourth section an application is made to a hypo-
thetical region with several sourcesof supply, each
having several inputs, with constraintson their use,
and so on. An interesting feature of the model is
that it can--anddoes, in the application--reflect
environmentalconstraintsas well. For easein
computation the production relations are linearized
in order to use a linear programmingsolution algo-
rithm. Basedon the assumedproduction relations
and resourceconstraints,a well behavedregional
water supply function is derived.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this study is to elaboratea method to

evaluatewater supply alternativesin a region, and combine

them in some appropriatefashion to meet projectedwater demands.

We think this may be useful for several reasons. First, people

who have to make decisionsabout water supply ought to know

whether it is in fact feasible to meet projected future demands.

Second, they ought to know the cost of doing so. What are the

sacrificesrequired to obtain specifiedadditional quantitiesof

water? Third, we assumethey wish to obtain thesequantities

in an efficient, i.e., cost-minimizing, fashion. This is what

we mean by combining supply alternativesin an tlappropriatetl

fashion.

A typicaL approachin past studiesof water ｾ ｾ ｰ ｰ ｬ ｹ (see

Wollman and Bonem (1971)) has been to measurerelevant physical

systemcharacteristicsof a region, such as precipitation and

runoff, plot theseannually, and then draw some inferencesabout

how much water will be available in the region over a given future

period. Becauseof uncertaintiesin precipitation and stream

flow, statementsabout availability must ordinarily be made in

probabilistic terms, e.g., tlminimum flow available 98 percentof

the time" (Lof and Hardison (1966)). But in any event, an

important feature of this approachis that it attempts to come up

with a point estimateof water supply. That is, it attempts to

say exactly how much wat.er will be available (with probability p)

at a given time and place.

A very useful extensionof the physical systemanalysis has

been the specificationand estimationof what the economistcalls

water supply functions. Below we expand on the meaning and

significanceof supply functions. For now, it is enough to know

that a supply function for water gives the amounts of water that

could be made available (within a given time frame) at various

cost increments,or that would presumablybe made available at

the correspondingprices under a regime of decentralized,profit-

maximizing suppliers. Wollman and Bonem presentsome good

examplesof the incremental cost-outputrelat10nshipfor surface

stream flow and storagein a number of water resourceregions in
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the u.s. Costs (and benefits) of another supply alternative,

interbasintransfersof water, are studied by Howe and Easter

(1971) for the u.s. and by Cummings (1974) for Mexico. What we

intend to do is to take this sort of supply analysis a step

further by looking at a range of alternativesfor a (hypothetical)

region, and developing a method that combines them in cost-mini-

mizing fashion to generatea regional water supply curve.

The remainderof the Introduction has two purposes:

(a) to provide a foundation for the supply analysisby

relating supply to water demand and indicating the role

of each in the efficient developmentof a region's

water resources,and

(b) to provide an explanationof these terms - supply, demand,

efficiency - as they are understoodand used by economists.

The ｭ ｡ ｴ ･ ｲ ｾ ｡ ｬ is standard,and further referencesare given in

footnotes. Those familiar with it may wish to skip to section II,

which begins the discussionof water supply alternatives. But since

this paper is addressedto engineersand others, besideseconomists,

concernedwith the managementof water resources,we think a brief

review here may be useful.

Supply, Demand, and Efficiency

We have already spoken of regional water demands, in par-

ticular of matching supplies to demands. Let us now fix the

meaning of this term. Just as a supply function relates the

quantity of water that will be made available (within a given

time frame) by competitive producers,or a governmentagency

that mimics their responses,to each of a set of hypothetical

market prices for water, a demand function relates the quantity

of water that will be purchasedby users to each of a set of

hypothetical prices. In principle, this definition includes

the case in which water is not priced, or in other words, is

given a zero price. Note that neither supply nor demand

functions constitutepredictions, in the ordinary senseof the

word, about how much water will actually be availableat a par-

ticular time or place, or how much a particular user, or all users,

will actually take. Rather, these functions indicate the relation-

ships betweenquantities that can be made available at various costs,
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or will be at various prices (supply), and quantities that will

be purchasedat various prices (demand). In order to determine

the actual quantity supplied, or demanded, it is necessaryfirst

to specify something about costs or pirces.

We are now ready to addressthe main point of this Introduction,

namely the relationshipbetweensupply and demand. Since both are

functional relationshipsbetweenquantity and cost or price, we

can representthem in the same two-dimensional format, as in

Figure 1. The supply curve generally slopes up, to reflect the

higher incremental costs associatedwith increasedquantities

supplied, and the demand curve slopesdown to reflect the reduced

quantities that will be taken at higher prices.

What is the significanceof the intersectionof demand and

supply, point E in the diagram? In a market system this represents

the equilibrium price and output. At price PE the quantities

supplied and demandedare just equal, there is no pressureon

price due to excessdemand, hence no net tendency to change: in

short, the system is in equilibrium.

The relationshipof this point to the "welfare" produced

by the system is an interestingand complicatedone, and the

subject of a vast literature.l Ignoring the many qualifications

and subtleties,we can very briefly and loosely characterizethe

welfare implications of a competitive equilibrium in the following

way. At the equilibrium point, the sacrificesrequired to obtain

another unit of the good, as measuredby the incrementalcost,

are just equal to the willingness of consumersto pay for it, as

measuredby the price.2 At lower levels of output, the cost of

expansionis ｬ ･ ｳ ｾ than the willingness to pay for it, so these

IThe relationshipbetweenequilibrium in an economic system and
welfare criteria is the heart of theoreticalwelfare economics.
A good idea of the range of issueshere can be gotten from the
American Economic Associationvolume, Readings in Welfare Eco-
nomics, edited by Arrow and Scitovsky (1969).

2When we talk about the willingness of consumersto pay for some-
thing, we recognize that this dependson a given distribution of
income among them. If the distribution changes, in general so
would willingness-to-pay,and prices. But the resulting equil-
ibrium would still have the desirableproperty noted in the text.
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outputs are inefficient in the sensethat it would be possible to

make some people better off without harming others. There is some

"slack" in the system: additional net benefits can be obtained

by some reallocationof resourcesto production of the good in

question. Of course, actual price and output changestypically

do harm some people, and a very knotty problem in welfare economics

is how to evaluatechangesthat harm some and benefit others.3
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Figure 1

3Important contributions to the d7bate about ｡ Ｎ ｳ ｯ ｬ ｵ ｾ ｩ ｯ ｮ to this
problem can be found in the ｾ ･ ｡ ､ Ｑ ｮ ｧ ｳ ｶ ｯ ｬ ｾ ･ c1ted 1n footnote 2.
In particular, see Kaldor, H1cks, and SC1tovsky.
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But the weaker efficiency condition that is satisfied by a market

equilibrium says only that an allocation is efficient if it is not

possible to make a change that harms no one (while benefitting some),

as might be accomplishedthrough income transfersfrom the gainers

to the losers. On this definition higher levels of output (than

at E), as well as lower, are seen to be inefficient, since the

incrementalcost of obtaining them exceedsthe willingness to pay.

Only the equilibrium point, E, is ･ ｦ ｦ ｩ ｣ ｩ ･ ｮ ｴ Ｎ ｾ

What are the implications of efficiency, in the sensewe have

defined it, of a market equilibrium for a nonmarket economy, or

for that matter for the nonmarket provision of water supplies

typical of most market economies? One way of characterizingthe

equilibrium point is to say that it representsan output for

which price equals incrementalor marginal cost. This condition,

namely that price equalsmarginal cost, has in turn been proposed

as a guide to resourceallocation in centrally plannedeconomies.5

The proposal is simply that the planning agency give the firm or

plant managera price for his product, along with instructions to

produce up to the point where marginal cost equalsprice. The

idea is presumablythat this can achieveefficiency in resource

allocation, as would a perfectly competitive market system, but

in a manner that is not inconsistentwith other planning objectives.

ｾ ａ ｬ ｴ ｨ ｯ ｵ ｧ ｨ we have promised to ignore the many qualifications to
this proposition, one that is often particularly important where
water and other natural resourcesare concernedreally must be
mentioned.. It is the possibledeviation of private from social
costsof obtaining the resource. If, for example, the diversion
of water by upstreamusers results in an increasein salinity -
or other pollution - in the water available to downstreamusers,
the upstreamusers' marginal cost curve will be "too low", and
the market allocation of water to them too great. What is re-
quired for social efficiency, as a number of the contributions
to the Readingsvolume point out, is that the external costs of
upstreamuse be internalizedto the users, perhapsthrough ｳ ｯ ｭ ｾ

sort. of governmentpolicy to accomplishthis, such as a tax on
pollution or water use.

SThe classic work here is by Lange (1952).
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Here, by the way, is the explanationof the equivalenceof

marginal cost and supply that we have assumedall along. The
3

marginal cost of producing any given output, say n y:ar of water,

is just the extra cost involved in going from (n-1) to n units

of output. But in a competitive equilibrium, as we have just

seen, price will be equal to marginal cost. So the supply curve,

which relatesoutput to price, coincideswith the marginal cost

curve.

The demand-supplyequilibrium can be characterizedin another

way, that leads to the efficiency criterion employed in water

resourceand other public sector benefit-costanalysis in market

economies. We have defined demandas a function relating quantity

purchasedto price. But we have also spoken of price as the

consumer'swillingness-to-payfor or marginal valuation of the

good or service in question. Thus we can write price (P) ,as a

function of quantity (Q):

( 1 ) P = P (Q)

The area under this marginal valuation curve between zero and

the quantity consumed,5, is then the total valuation of, or

benefit from, the good. Analytically, it is representedas

Q

(2) J P(Q)dQ

o

Let us representthe marginal cost (MC) curve as

( 3) MC = MC{Q)

and total cost as the area under it, or

Q

(4) J MC(Q)dQ

o
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Once again ignoring all sorts of complications and subtleties,

the idea of benefit-costanalysis is simply to compare (2) and (4);

if (2) > (4), the project in question yields net benefits and

on efficiency grounds ought to be undertaken. The significance

of the equilibrium point in this analysis is that it represents

the most profitable size or output level for the project, i.e.,

the one for which net benefits are maximum. If the shapesof

the curves are known, and there is no resourceor budgetary

constraint that prevents it, this is the output that, again on

efficiency grounds, ought to be chosen.

Identification of Supply

We have now reviewed some of the distinctions between

engineeringand economic interpretationsof "water supply",

with an emphasison the economic, which we shall be using in our

study. In order to motivate the derivation of a regional water

supply function, the particular object of the study, we have also

reviewed some relationshipsbetween supply and demand. Information

about both - supply and demand - turns out to be important to

an efficient use of a region's water resources. ｾ ･ ｦ ｯ ｲ ･ proceeding

ｾ ｯ sketch out (in the next section) some of the featuresof actual

supply alternatives,such as reservoir constructionor groundwater
pumping, let us briefly indicate here how we propose to identify,

in the econometricsense,a regional water supply curve. Like the

elementsof welfare economicspresentedjust above, this material

is standard, and further details may be found in any econometrics

text.

In econometricestimationof a supply relationship, such as

that in Figure 1, we are ordinarily confrontedwith a scatterof

observed (price, quantity) points. The problem is to determine

whether they trace out the supply curve, or the demand, or some

mixture of both. Now, if only the demand varies, from point to

point, becauseonly some influence on demand varie$, the scatter

tracesout the supply, For example, consumer income would be

expectedto influence demand and not supply, whereasplant capacity
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would influence supply and not demand. If only the former varies

acrossthe sample of observations,then the demand-pricerelation-

ship is shifted along the stable supply curve, and supply is

"identified". This is representedin Figure 1 by the intersections

of the supply curve with the additional demand curves 0' and 0".

We do not carry out this sort of statistical estimationhere.

Instead, in the analytical sectionsIII and IV we simply specify

a shifting demand. This demand may be assumedto be perfectly

price-inelastic, i.e., invariant with respect to water price; it

is a "requirement". But it is also parametric, in that we allow

it to vary, in order to trace out points on the water supply

curve.

II. WATER SUPPLY ａｌｔｅＦｾａｔｉｖｅｓ

vle first consider the problenl of developing a general scheme

for water supply in a particular region. By a general schemewe

mean one that abstractsfrom considerationsof the location of

sources, the topographicaldeterminationof stream flow, etc.

Such a general scheme is representedin Figure 2.

SR4

TP2PS3

SR3

ｾ
I !

Vtｾａ

SR2

TPIPSI

SRI

INTAKE.

FACILITIEr
INF

D = demand point
l'vS = water source

INF = intake facilities
TP = treatmentplant

PS = pumpin0 station
SR = small reservoir
TF = transfer facilities

(channels, rivers)

Figure 2.

In this scheme a given point, D, in region R is to be supplied

with water from some water source WS. The latter requires intake

facilities INF, and eventually a small (auxiliary) reservoir SRI.
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In this schemea given point, D, in region R is to be supplied

with water from some water source WS. The latter requires intake

facilities INF, and eventually a small (auxiliary) reservoir SRI.

Before being transferredto D, the water has to be purified by the

treatmentplant TPI. Treatmentmight be disirable if, for example,

at point A other users are supplied or if transfer facilities TF

are used also for other purposes,such as recreation, that would

require water of a standardquality. Of course, the specific

location of these various facilities, and their size, will depend

on the region's available water sources, its topography, and the

quality and quantity of water being transferredto point D.

To derive a supply function for D we have to identify all of

the feasible water sourcesor supply alternatives,which could be

representedas in Figure 2. In contemporarywater supply the

following alternativesare employed:

1. River Water (RIV WAT)

This is probably the least cost alternativeand is ordinarily

the first one which is employed in a given river basin. However,

there are two difficulties which prevent wider utilization of this

water source: pollution (there is typically a need for intensive

treatmentof the water), and low dependabilityof flow.

2. Reservoir Water (RES WAT)

This alternative is an improvement over the first in both

respects. Pollution may be less due to the sedimentationof solids

in the reservoirs, and the dependabilityof supplies increasessub-

stantially due to the possibilities for regulating the streamflow.

3. Groundwater (GRD WAT)

"All water that exists below the surfaceof the earth in the

intersticesof soil and rock may be called subsurfacewater; that

part of subsurfacewater in intersticescompletely saturatedwith

water is called groundwater" [Water Policies for the Future (1973)].

As an alternative source of water it is readily accessiblein many

regions, often where surfacesupplies are becoming difficult and

costly to expand. Groundwateralso has two very important char-

acteristics: it does not require constructionof dams, and it is

often of good quality. However, it should be noted that overuse
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can lead to a deteriorationin the quality of the ground water and

can also lower the water table.

4. Inter-Basin Transfer (INT BAS)

This alternative provides for a substantialaugmentingof

supply by transferringwater from one watershedto another. The

region receiving water gains while the region that donateswater

loses. This means that in studying this alternativeone should

take into account problems which pertain to both regions, unless

the donating region has an excesssupply at a zero price for the

foreseeablefuture.

5. Desalting of Sea Water (DESALIN)

This alternative has always been a challengeto scientists

and practitionersbut until recently, it was not technically

feasible to convert meaningful amounts of either sea water or

brackish water into fresh water. Today, the technology for large

scale desalting is at hand. In fact, as of 1971, there were some

745 plants in operation in various parts of the world, producing

over 300 million gallons/day Ｈ ｾ 1. 136 million m3/day) of water

[Water Policies for the Future (1973)]. There are problems,

however. Costs are still relatively high and the environmental

impact can be substantial. Further cost reduction will probably

come from reduction in the cost of energy used in the process,or

more likely from more efficient use of the energy. One possibility

here would be to combine power generationwith desalination. The

environmentalproblem is that the volume of brine effluent from

a sea water conversionplant is about 50 per cent of the total

volume treated. As indicated in [Water Policies for the Future

(1973)], "the effluent from a 10 m.g.d. (37854 m
3
/day) plant will

contain 2000 tons of salt residue daily".

These are the alternativesconsideredin our illustrative

example of a regional water supply function in section IV below.

There are however a number of others which might be noted here.

6. Reclamationof Waste Water Effluent

This alternative is very close to the previous one. The

main differencesare that the amount of water to be treated is

more limited than for the desalinationalternative, more sophis-

ticated treatmentplants are neededdue to the variety of ingre-
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dients in the waste water effluent, and environmentalproblems

concernedwith disposing of outputs from the treatmentprocess

could be more severe.

7. Land Management

It is well known that the manner in which a watershedis

managedcan affect the quantity and quality of water available

for use. There are four land managementtechniquesfor increas-

ing the supply of water [Water Policies for the Future (1973)]:

a) vegetationmanagementin forest and brush areas,

b) phreatophytecontrol along river banks,

c) snowpack managementin forest and alpine areas,

d) water harvestingby treatmentof soil surface to increase

the collection of ｰ ｲ ･ ｣ ｩ ｰ ｾ ｴ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ Ｎ

All these techniquesincreasewater supply either by reducing

evapotranspirationor by delaying or stretchingout run-off.

B. Modification of Precipitation

Although criticism and controversystill surroundthis

alternative for water supply, in recent years the prospectshave

begun to look quite promising. The most common basis for modi-

fication (augmentation)of precipitation is cloud seeding. The

theory behind cloud seeding is that "under certain conditions

air containing a great deal of moisture will not yield precipi-

tation, or as much precipitationas might possibly occur, because

of the absenceof nuclei--microscopicallysmall particles of dust,

crystal, or chemical droplets. By implanting such particles

artifically in supersaturatedclouds, rainfall can be stimulated"

[Water Policies for the Future (1973)].

Experimentshave shown a spectrumof results, from precipita-

tion increasesas high as 200 per cent for some storms, to slight

decreasesin the amount of precipitationwhich otherwisewould

have been expected. Although ecological researchto date indi-

cates that catastrophicimpacts are not expectedthere is

speculationthat precipitation augmentationcould bring about

some alteration in the structureof plant and animal communities.
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III. A DERIVED SUPPLY FUNCTION: STRUCTURE AND DESCRIPTION

OF THE lIDDEL

The key idea in deriving a supply function for point D in

region R is that different supply alternatives,and the resource

inputs required for each, can be substitutedfor each other

until the least cost cOmbination for producing any desiredamount

of water is found. In this section we indicate formally how the

processought to work. For easein exposition, we consider just

two alternatives,each using just two inputs. But the model is

perfectly general, and in the next section, where we work

through an application to a hypothetical region, it is extended

to include a more realistic range of supply alternativesand

inputs.
There are however a number of simplifications adopted through-

out. First, we importantly abstractfrom time. In the real world

there are time lags in developingwater resources;a dam may take

several years to build, a reservoir or pipeline months to fill, and

so on. Also, time enters in a significant way in the exploitation

of a natural resourcelike a groundwateraquifer. Especially if

rechargeis slow, efficient use of the resourcerequires attention

to its value over the entire planning period. Water pumped today

has an opportunity cost; it is unavailable for use in the future.

In the static analysisof this paper however all time is compressed

into a single period. Some of the relevantdynamics are addressed

in a subsequentstudy. There is a substantialliterature on res-

ervoir management,to which we shall not try to add. For a rigorous

analysis of groundwateruse over time, the reader is referred to the

work of Oscar Burt (1967, 1970) in particular.

A secondsimplification in the presentstudy is the neglect

of uncertainity. As noted in the Introduction, water supply is

often properly viewed in probabilistic terms: a quantity available

with, say, a 98 percent probability. This uncertainitymay be

regardedas implicit in the water supply variable of the analysis

which follows. That is, the quantity of water supplied may be

thought of as having attachedto it a particular probability figure,

but we are not explicit about it. Again, this is further considered

in the follow-on.
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A third simplification has to do with water quality. In

the analysis of this and the next section, we speak of quantities:

for each of a set of demand "requirements" (inelastic demand curves),

how can the required,quantity be supplied at least cost? But re-

call that in the previous section'sdiscussionof supply alter-

natives (see also Figure 2), water quality was mentioned. There

we spoke of treatmentplants, desalination,reclamationof waste

water and so on. Except for desalination, though, water quality

is not explicitly consideredin the analysis. This is not because

we think the environment is unimportant. On the contrary, a

number of environmentalquality constraintsare specified in the

programmingmodel of section IV. But as with the probability or

reliability of supply, discussedjust above, the quality of the

water may be regardedas implicitly specified. Some of the

inputs - such as the chemicals in the example of section IV -

presumablywould be employed to bring the quality of the water

producedup to the specified standard.

Model Structureand Assumptions

We assumethe regional water supply agency wishes to

minimize the cost of making available a given quantity of water,

YD' say to meet projecteddemand at the prevailing price. Water

can be supplied from either of two sources, X1 and x2 ' where

X1 + X2 = YD' To get water from either source requires two

production inputs, L 1 and K1 for X1, and L2 and K2 for X2 .

The inputs L 1 and K1 can be combined to yield a given

quantity of X1 according to the production function f 1 (L 1 ,K
1

) =x
1

'

and L 2 and K2 combined to produce x? accordingto f 2 (L
2

, K
1

) =X
2

.

As we shall indicate in the next section'sapplication,

environmentalquality considerationsare readily incorporated

in this format. For ･ ｸ ｡ ｭ ｾ ｬ ･ Ｌ we might representthe waste

assimilative capacity of a watercourseas a scarce input, like

L or K. But for now we stick with the simple two-input two-

sourcemodel.

The agency'splanning problem can be stated formally as.

minimize

( 5 )
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subject to the constraint

(6)

and the nonnegativity restrictions

(7) o

where PL is the price of input L, PK is the price of input K.

The Lagrange function is

(8) z =

Assuming the production functions f
1

(L
1

,K
1

} and f 2 (L
2

,K
2

}

are concave in both arguments,the Kuhn-Tucker (K-T) conditions

for this program are necessaryand sufficient for a minimum.

Further assumingpositive values for all the solution variables,

the K-T conditions can be written

(9)

( 10 )

az
PL

a f 1
0

aL, = Aa-L =,
az

PK
af,

0aK, = A aK =,
and similarly for L 2 and K

2
•

Input Demand and Marginal Cost

of water, A, and the marginal product of L,

the standardformulae
af,

, or PK = A aK. These, ,

to the point

marginal product,

the product of the shadow
af,
aL .,

From these conditions we may deduce
af,

for input demand, for example PL = A aL,
input will be purchasedup

L, equals the value of its

indicate simply that an

where its price, PL for
af,

A ｾＮ This expressionis in turn
1

price
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the marginal product

This result will be

supply function.

since the shadow price of water, A,
af, _ af2
aL, - aL2

same in both supply alternatives.

in derivinq the marginal cost, or

the

useful

is

Note also that, in an optimal, or cost-minimizing program,

the value of an input's marginal product must be the same in both

alternatives,becauseit is used in both to the point where its

That is, we have, for L,value is equal to the common input price.
af, af2PL = A ｾ = A ｾＮ Further,

, 2
is obviously the same, we have

is

(both = A). Similarly, the marginal cost of

supplying water from alternative 2 is

marginal cost of supplying water from alternative ,
P

K

a1"1
aK

1

PK
ｾ Ｎ

2
aK 2

or

or

The
PL

afl
aL,

PL
af2
aL2

What are the relationshipsbetween the marginal

costs of'tnet,wo alternatives,to each other,

and to the marginal cost of water? The

answer is easy. The two marginal costs must be the same, for if

they are not, the cost of supplying a given quantity of water can

be reducedby shifting inputs from the higher cost alternative to

the lower. The marginal cost of water supply is then just the

marginal cost of either of the alternatives- at the total cost-

minimizing solution, of course. To show that the alternative

marginal costs are the same, we observe that PL :: P
L

(working with L)

This is the ｾ ｡ ｲ ｧ ｩ ｮ ｡ ｬso that PL/ af, = PL/ af2 •
aL, / 'aL2

cost associatedwith a given quantity of water, say YO.

What has all of this to do with the derivation of a marginal

cost or supply function, which is the point of this section? As

explained in the Introduction, we calculate the marginal cost

associatedwith any given level of output, YO' by treatingYO as a

parameter, i.e., by varying it and calculating the marginal cost

at the new levels of the solution variables. This is in fact just

what we do in the numerical application in the next section. Of

course, this procedureyields only a scatterof points, each

representingan output, cost pair. But it is still possible to

calculateslopes and elasticities, for example, at each point, as

we shall demonstrate.
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The Linear Case: Specificationand Economic Implications6

Before proceedingwith the application, there is just one

more point we should address. The application is in the form of

a linear programming (LP) problem, which representsa special

caseof the problem we have just worked through. Although our

main reasonfor adopting this technique is its advantagein com-

putation, note that the objective function, equation (5), is

already linear. The only remaining simplifying assumption, to

convert the problem describedby equations (5) - (7) to an LP one,

is that the production constraintsshould also be linear. But

to representtheseconstraintsin linear form, it will be helpful

to view them slightly differently.

Thus far we have consideredhow two different inputs, Land K,

are cOmbined to producewater in a particular process, like x1 '

according to the production relation f 1 (L 1 ,K1) = K1• But it is

also possible to considerhow a single (scarce) input, say L,

is used to producewater in two different ways, X1 and X2 . In

general nonlinear form, the constraintmight be written

g(L 1 ,L 2) ｾ L', where L' is the limited amount of L available to

the regional water supply agency. Of course, the agency may be

able to purchaseas much L as it wants, but the constraintwould

still be written in much the same way, as g(L
1

,L2) = L", where

L" is the amount of L actually purchased.

In linear form, the constraint function g(L 1 ,L 2) becomes

g(L 1,L 2) = a 11X1 + a 12x2, where a 11 is the amount of L used in

the production of one unit of X1 and a 12 is the amount of L used

in the production of one unit of x2 . Then for constraint (6)

we might substitutesomething like

6 The linear programming model describedin this section was sug-
gestedto us by the linear programming models for water demand
developedby Thompson and his collaborators (see in particular
Thompson and Young (1973) and Calloway and Thompson (1976».
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which is in fact the way the resourceinput and environmental

constraintsare specified in the application, and

(Gc) >,

There we also specify the objective function a bit different-

ly, in terms of the costs of the alternativeprocesses,instead

of the processinputs. That is, assuming just two alternatives,

X1 and X2 ' we wish to minimize

(5' ) c =

where C1 is the unit cost of X1 and C2 is the unit cost of X2 ,

subject to constraints (Ga) and (Gb) on inputs, (Gc) on outputs,

and the usual nonneqativity restrictions.

Of course, it doesn't really matter whether we read the

constraints"down" column activities, as before, or "across"

row inputs, as in (Ga) and (Gb). But the assumptionof linearity

in production does matter. In economic terms, linearity, means

that production is subject to constantreturns to scale. That

is, if each input is increasedby k percent, output is also

increasedby k percent, regardlessof the size of k. This may

be a realistic descriptionof some processes,but then again it

may not. In particular, some limiting factors, often overlooked

in the specificationof the production technology, like managerial

input, will typically prevent the indefinite realization of

constantreturns to scale. This suggeststhat the way to inter-

pret the linear format which we adopt for easein computation
..- . .-

is to recognize that it may be a good approximation to the

workings of a processfor producing water only up to some point.

This is one reason, though not the most immediate one, for our

specificationin the next section'sapplication of "less than or

equal to" constraintson the operationof each of the water supply

alternatives• _ _ --- ---

Another property of the production structurespecified in

(Ga) and (Gb) is that the inputs Land K are combined in fixed

proportions to produce water in a given alternative. This is
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obviously more restrictive than the production function we

earlier specified, which allows for varying input proportions.

But the apparentrestriction need not causeany difficulties

in practice, becausedifferent proportions, and even different

production techniques,that might be used to supply water from

a given source, say groundwater,are easily representedas

separatealternatives. This is not done in our particular

application, but clearly it could be where relevant.
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a .) associatedwith some supply alternative j.
m)

IV. An Illustrative Example of a Regional Water Supply Function

In this section we elaboratea somewhat more realistic system

of regional water supply alternatives (drawing on the discussion

in Section II) and resourceand environmentalconstraintsthan

in the previous section'sstripped-down, schematicderivation

of a supply function. We also presentsome hypotheticaldata on

the costs of the alternatives,and on the constraints,and then

solve the cost-minimizing program for a range of water outputs.

Let us begin by consideringthe column vectora. = (a1,. ,a....,...,a.. ,
) J G) 1)

Each element in

this vector representsthe amount of good i (material, labour, etc)

which is input to or output from alternativej being run at the

unit level. The following example can clarify the essenceof the

vector a j . Consider the secondalternative, supplying point D

with reservoirwater. For such an alternative the following

version of the general schememight be appropriate.

D

!
OUTPUT FROM R,TF & TP1 /
One unit of water at D
Land Flooded/Destroyed
water Evaporated
Salt & Other Wastes

Disposed

TRANSFER,FACILITIES(TF

l(buil t-up
,in the

I

Ireservoir I
1- '

INPUT TO R,TF, & TP1:

ｾ
concrete chemicals
excavation machinery \
energy labour

Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ｾ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ Ｍ ｬ

:intake I

ｾ｡｣ｩｬｩｴｩ･ｳ［ ｾＮ ｾ ｾ

I TREATMENT
I !t---------"!----.... PLANT,

(TP1)

'River

Figure 3
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It follows from Figure J that there are 3 major elementsthat

need to be constructedand operated: T, TF, and TP1. To supply

one unit of water in a given period of time at point D certain

inputs to all three elementsare needed. These might consist of:

concrete, excavation, energy, chemicals,machinery, and labour.

As an output one can consider: water supplied, land flooded/

destroyed,water evaporated,salt & other wastesdisposed.

Therefore, the componentsof the vector a2 would be:

input al2 - total amount of concreteneededto supply one unit of

water.

input a22 - total amount

water.

input a32 - total amount

water.

input a42 - total amount

water.

ipput a S2 - total amount

water.

input a62 - total amount

water.

of excavationneededto supply one unit of

of energy neededto supply one unit of

of chemicalsneededto supply one unit of

of machinery neededto supply one unit of

of labour neededto supply one unit of

ｯ ｵ ｴ ｾ ｬ ｴ a72 - one unit of water supplied at point D; a
72

ｾ I

output aS2 - amount of land flooded/destroyedto supply one unit

of water.

output a92 - amount of water evaporatedto supply one unit of

water.

output a10,2 - amount of salt and other wastesdisposedto supply

one unit of water.

Having specified vectors a. for all supply alternatives
)

j = 1, ...N, one obtains the matrix A = {aij }. The coefficients

of this matrix are either inputs or outputs from a given supply

alternative j.

The next step in defining the linear programmingproblem is

to organize proper constraintsout of the coefficients a ... The
1)

constraintsreflect generally the availability of materials and

labor as well as the economically justified scale of each alter-
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At the bottom of Table 1 the linear objective function is shown.

The supply function MCS = F(yO} can be obtainedby solving the LP

problem shown in Table 1 for a number of values of YO. It should

also be mentionedthat by varying the right hand sides, one could

obtain various supply functions. Thus the sensitivity of the

supply function to different constraintparameterscould be

determined.

The methodologydiscussedabove can be illustrated by the

following hypothetical example. In region R there is a

point 0 to be supplied with water (Fig. 4). For this purpose

five supply alternativesare available: river water

(RIV-WAT), ground water (GRO-WAT), reservoir water (RES-WAT),

interbasin transfer (INTBAS) from region K, and desalination

(OESALIN). For each of these alternatives,various materials

and types of labour are needed. The economic problem is that

there are constraintson the availability of each. All of the

relevant data are given in Table 2. The objective function

is also specified. Note again that to obtain the supply function

MCS = F(yo}' the variable yo is taken as a parameter.

ConstraintsNo.9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 in Table 2 reflect

scale considerations. While the first two are firmly rooted

in the physical characteristicsof the water resource (we cannot

take more water than there is in an undergroundpool, for

example), the last three are somewhat artificial in that they

derive more fundamentally from input limits.

As we noted in the preceedingsection, the scale of

operationsof a particular alternativemay be limited by an

inability to expand the supply of some input not explicitly repre-

sentedin the illustrative application, such as managerialability,

or perhapsthe amount of investmentthat can be generatedby the

national economy. In this case, the constraintson the alterna-

tives can be interpretedas proxies for these implicit input

limits.
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ｾ
RIV GRO RES I

INTBAS : OESALIN RIGHT
WAT WAT WAT HANDROWS

SIDES

3/. 2200 1800 7840.2 2200 ｾ 94x10
lfConcrete m un1t 53200. Excavation 3 / . 3400 1500 24407.4 17600 1500 5m un1t

ｾ 24X 10
Pumping

Ifstations kw/unit 900 2340 0 5708 1010 ｾ 6xlO

ｾ
Energy kwh/unit 18000 24000 841.7 69950 550000 ｾ 15xlO
Chemicals t/unit 8500 10000 0 98000

If0 ｾ 63xlO,Other
machinery t/unit 84.2 245 199.2 384.5

3985 ｾ 27x10
7 Labour peop1e/

3unit 79.5 123.4 420.9 1240 210.5 ｾ 18xlO
8 Water

required 1 1 1 1 1 ｾ Yo;O ｾ ｙ ｄ ｾ Ｓ Ｐ

9 RIV WAT 1 0 0 0 0 ｾ 2.4
0 GRD WAT 0 1 0 0 0 ｾ 8.3
1 RES WAT 0 0 1 0 0 ｾ 5.94
2 INTBAS 0 0 0 1 0 ｾ 25
3 OESALIN 0 0 0 0 1 ｾ 7.3, Land flooded/

destroyed ha/unit 0.01 0.01 158.7 0.46 0.01 ｾ 800
I Water

evaporated m3/unit 80x103 45X 103
100x10

3
20x10

3
45x10

3
ｾ 14x10

6

I Salt disposedt/unit 9900 10400 0 0 96000 ｾ 300000

Objective
$/unit 0.45X106 0.78X10G 1. 56x106 35.2x lOG 9.24x106 CSfunction m1n

1 unit of water
B 3= 10 m /year

Table 2
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Results

The results obtained for the supDly function MCS = F(YD) ,

using a standardlinear programming code, are shown in Table 3.

Analysing the results shown in part A of Table 3, we observe

various patternsof meeting the required supply YD.
B 3

If 0 ｾ YD 2 2x10 m /year just RIV WAT is used. For

2x10B < YD ::5 12x10B m 3/year the secondalternativeGRD WA'l

is introduced into the solution. In this interval RIV WAT

has already reached its upper limit.

If the amount of water YD to be supplied is more than12x10Bm3/yr

then the third sourceof water, RES WAT, enters the solution. There is

an interestingphenomenonhere associatedwith this source of
B 3

supply. RES WAT reachesthe value of 5.0387xlO m /year (the
B 3

upper limit is 5.94x IO m /year) and then follows a pattern of

slight decrease. The reason for this is that constraint

No. 14 on land flooded is becoming active.

The amount of water supplied by desalination (DESALIN)
6 3

reachesa level of 1.9783x 10 m /year. It does not go beyond

this level becauseconstraintNo. 16 on the amount of salt

disposedis becoming active.
B 3

For values of YD > 24x10 m /year there is no feasible

solution since constraintNo.3 is violated, i.e., no more

pumping stationsare available.

The contribution of all alternativesto water supply

of the point D is also displayedgraphically in Figure 5

The last three columns of Table 3 can help in clarifying

three additional economic propertiesof water supply: total

cost of supply CS, marginal cost of supply MCS, and elasticity of

supply E. The first property is rather clear. It indi-s
cates the value of the objective function, the total cost of

supplying YD units of water. The secondcharacteristicMCS =
f (YD) is the derived supply function itself. As can be seen in

Figure 6, this function follows a pattern of monotonic increase

of the marginal cost with an increasein the amount of water

YD to be supplied. The most interestingpart of the supply
B 3

function is in the range of YD between lOxlO m /year and

20xlO B m
3
/year. In this interval substantialincreaseoccurs

in the marginal cost of supply.
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A

Amount of OPTIMAL COMBINATION OF THE ALTERNATIVES:
No. of the

Water YD

I lINT BAS I
Active

Supplied RIV WAT GRD WAT RES WAT DESAL Constraints
at Point D (No. refer

8 3 X 108 3 to those in
x10 [m !year] [m !year] Table 2)

1 1.0000 0 0 0 0 8

2 2.0000 0 0 0 0 8

4 2.4000 1.6000 0 0 0 8,9

6 2.4000 3.6000 0 0 0 8,9

8 2.4000 5.6000 0 0 0 8,9

10 2.4000 7.6000 0 0 0 8,9

12 2.4000 8.3000 1.3000 0 0 8,9,10

14 2.4000 8.3000 3.3000 0 0 8,9,10

16 2.4000 8.3000 5.0387 0 0.2613 8,9,10,15

18 2.4000 8.3000 5.0377 0.2839 1.9783 8,9,10,15,17

20 2.4000 8.3000 5.0319 2.2897 1.9783 8,9,10,15,17

22 2.4000 8.3000 5.0261 4.2955 1.9783 8,9,10,15,17

24 2.4000 8.3000 5.0203 6.3013 1.9783 8,9,10,15,17

25 NO FEASIBLE SOLUTION
constraint No. 3
is violated

Table 3
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B

Total Cost Marginal Cost of ELASTICITY OF SUPPLY E *
of Supply CS Supply MCS

S

x 106 [$] MCS = des
E (dYD MCS) CYDdyo MCS)
ｳｾ］ dMCS

.
ES+ = dMCS

.
x 10-2 [.$/m3] Yo - Yo +

0.4500 0.4500 00 00

0.9000 0.4500 00 1.7045

2.3280 0.7140 1.3523 5.4091

3.8880 0.7800 3.9394 00

5.4480 0.7800 00 00

7.0080 0.7800 00 0.3077

9.5820 1.2870 0.4231 0.7857

12.7020 1.5600 0.8163 0.2221

17.8289 2.5634 0.3193 0.0309

43.6866 12.9288 0.1386 0.0642

114.2821 35.2977 0.1578 00

184.8776 35.2977 00 00

255.4731 35.2977 00 -

*The signs (0) - and (.) + indicate the left
and the right derivatives, respectively.

Table 3 (continued)

I
N
'-.I
I

,
IV
1.0
I
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, !'1arginal Cost
of Supply MCS

x 10-
2

[$/m3 ]

O=:;Yn< 2xlcf; E =00
Sl

2x lcf=:;yn< 6xlcfl; ｅ ｓ Ｒ ｾ Ｑ Ｎ Ｓ ｓ Ｒ Ｓ

6x lcfl=:; Yn< lOxlcfl ; E
S

3 ｾ 3.9394

10xld'=:;Yn<20xlcfl; 0.0309 ｾ ｅ ｓ Ｔ 5,0.8163

20x lcfl<y <24x1cP· E =00- n ' S5
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Figure 6.
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Increasingcosts are reflectedalso in the behaviour

of the elasticity of supply E , shown in the last columns
of Table 3. Note that elasticity is computed for both left

and right derivatives (dYn/dMCS)_ and (dYn/dMCS)+, respectively,

The reason is that the supply function MCS = f(Yn) is piece-wise

linear, hence, left and right derivatives are not equal. Figure

6 indicatesalso the general behaviour of the elasticity of
8 3

supply. For example, for all values of Yn' 0 ｾ Yn < 2x10 m /year

the elasticity E1 = 00. An infinitely elastic supply curve is

just anotherway of describing the constantreturns to scale,

which are experiencedin this range becauseonly one (linear)

production process, namely RIV ｾ ｬ ａ ｔ Ｌ is employed. Again, the

most interesting interval for Yn is probably 10x108 ::;Yn < 20x108m3/yr .

in which the elasticity falls to less than 1. In other

words, in this interval price increaseswould have relatively

little effect on the quantity of water supplied. This sort of

result can be especiallyuseful in directing the attentionof

the water resourceplanners to managementof demand, rather

than supply. That is, if it will be very costly to increase

the production of water beyond some point, then measuresto

restrict demand, rather than augment supply, might be warranted.

Finally, in discussingthese results it would be interesting

to know how sensitive they are to variations in resourceavaila-

bilities, costs, and so on. This sort of sensitivity analysis is

easily carried out in the framework of the model. For example,

one could relax or tighten by some specified amount the constraint

on land flooded, or on labor available, or whatever, and calcu-

late new solution values, including the incrementalcost of supply

for each quantity supplied.
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v. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main task of this paper has been to propose a method for

deriving regional water supply functions, taking into account a

variety of supply alternativesand some engineeringand environ-

mental aspectsof each. The purposeof this exerciseis, as

suggestedin the Introduction, to provide a framework for decisions

about the efficient use of a region'swater resources.

In the Introduction we first discusssome distinctions

betweenengineeringand economic conceptsof water supply, and

provide definitions of supply and demand as they are used in

economics. We then review the notion of supply-demandequilibrium

and, most importantly, the economic efficiency propertiesof this

equilibrium and their relevancefor planning investmentsin water

resources.

In the secondsection we briefly survey the "State-of-the-Art"

in regional water supply, describing a number of alternative

sourcesof supply. These include, ranging from more to less

conventional, surface streams, reservoirs, groundwater, inter-

basin transfers,desalination, land use controls, and modification

of precipitation. The third section retreatsfrom this brush with

reality to consider how, for a region having just two sourcesof

supply, each having just two inputs, each point on a supply curve

can be derived as the solution to a nonlinear program to minimize

the cost of obtaining a given quantity of water. The procedure

is however perfectly general, and in the fourth section we return

to the more complex reality by working through an application to

a hypothetical region with several sourcesof supply, each having

several inputs, with constraintson their use, and so on. An

interesting feature of the model is that it ｣ ｡ ｮ Ｍ ｾ ｡ ｮ ､ does, in our

application--reflectenvironmentalconstraintsas well. For

example, the use of desalinationis limited by a constrainton

the quantity of salt that can be disposed.

In dealing with a realistic range of alternative sourcesand

constraints,however, computationaldifficulties multiply. For

ease in computation, we have in the application linearized the

production relations, in order to use a linear programming

solution algorithm. We recognizethat this reintroducesa
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degreeof unreality into the approach, as well as some diffi-

culties, describedin the precedingsection, in interpreting

results.

It appearsto us that future work in this ｾ ｲ ･ ｡ could use-

fully consider how to introduce nonlinearitiesin as painless

a fashion as possible. The water quality dimension might also

be explicitly introduced, for example through severaldifferent

quality output requirements,or additional environmentalcon-

straints. Finally, the dynamics of water supply ought to be

considered. Withdrawals from reservoirsor groundwaterpools

necessarilyinvolved dynamic considerations,and the construction

of supply facilities takes time. This is a question--howto

incorporate the relevant dynamics--towhich we hope in particular

to return.
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